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abstract

How see MurB- drug interactions?

Opportunistic bacterial
chronic infections are one of the main causes of death in CF
patients. Around 60 to 80% of patients are infected by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Generally, the bacteria are often resistant to antibiotics. In view of this
fact, our research group is focused on finding new anti-bacterial agents for
newly identified drug targets of P. aeruginosa.
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One of the new targets of interest is the UDP-N-acetylenolpyruvoylglucosamine reductase (MurB), which is essential for cell wall biosynthesis.
Our drug design approach is called fragment-based drug discovery.
This approach consists of identifying small chemical compounds
(fragments) that bind our target, seeing how they bind at an atomic level,
Gram negative cell wall.
and growing them by adding small chemical groups that provide further
interactions and increase affinity in order to design "super-specific" drugs. P. aeruginosa is a gram
The advantages of starting with fragments are that we can study more chem- negative.
ical space using a smaller number of compounds and find new interactions.
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For MurB, we performed a screening of 960 fragments from the in house
library that gave 28 positive hits and we obtained the atomic binding of one
fragments with MurB. At the moment, we are checking
analogues of this fragments to see if small chemical changes
create new interactions with the target.
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Hi! I was wondering what you mean
as a drug target?

Drug target is frequently used in
pharmaceutical research to describe
the native protein in the body
whose activity is modified by a drug
resulting in a specific effect, which
may be a desirable therapeutic
effect or an unwanted adverse
effect.

Thermo shift
If the compound binds, it stabilises the protein, and the melting
temperature of the protein
increase

aaaahhh... I don´t remember well what is a protein, could you explain to me?

Surface Plasmon Resonance
This technique is super
sensitive and detect small
weight increase

Experiments to calculate the quality of the bindig
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Of course. Proteins are large biomolecules, or macromolecules, consisting of
one or more long chains of amino acid residues. Proteins perform a vast array
of functions within organisms, including catalysing metabolic reactions, DNA
replication, responding to stimuli, providing structure to cells and organisms,
and transporting molecules from one location to another. Proteins differ from
one another primarily in their sequence of amino acids, which is dictated by
the nucleotide sequence of their genes, and which usually results in protein
folding into a specific three-dimensional structure that determines its activity.
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Surface Plasmon Resonance
Testing different concentrations of the compound, it is
possible calculate the KD and calculate the kon (how fast
the compound binds the protein) and koff (how long
the compound realese)

And you use X-ray crystallography to see the protein three-dimensional structure?
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Exactly. X-ray crystallography is a technique used to determine the atomic
and molecular structure of a crystal, in which the crystalline structure causes a
beam of incident X-rays to diffract into many specific directions. By measuring
the angles and intensities of these diffracted beams, a crystallographer (like
me) can produce a 3D picture of the density of electrons within the crystal.
From this electron density, the mean positions of the atoms in the crystal can
be determined, as well as their chemical bonds, and various other information.
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Isothermal titration calorimetry
It determines the thermodynamic
parameters of interactions in solution.

I hope be helfull. Please, if you have more questions not due to ask me.
Have a nice day.

